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More reasons why marketers must move to 
a mobile-first ad strategy
Mobile is driving major changes in how consumers research and buy across a wide range of 
industries.  

So for online marketers it is no longer enough to rely on responsive site design and a mobile app. You need to think 
mobile-first. By 2018 analysts estimate that there will be nearly 2.7bn smartphone users globally, a 250% growth 
since 2012.Mobile devices are becoming the primary method of accessing the internet and digital media. Indeed, 
research from comScore found that 60% of time spent on digital media was through mobile devices. 
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Why HR is still struggling with social media

The soda brand goes user-generated for its latest campaign

Mountain Dew is now running ads on social media and men's lifestyle websites that use consumers' tweets.
Since beginning Rogue Wave, chatter around Baja Blast shot up 170 percent. On Facebook, the brand's organic reach 
and impressions increased 300 percent, thanks in part to the quick responses the brand is sending back to people 
who comment on its posts.

Mountain Dew Turns Tweets Into Online Ads 

Here Is the Captivating Ad Format 
Facebook Hopes Will Wow Its Users

Twitter to open offices in Dubai
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Online video to surge in MENA

The online video category is set to grow "exponentially" in the Middle East and North 
Africa in 2015, according to an industry figure, with other key trends including the rise of 
programmatic buying, more ad-free content models and precision marketing.

Online video is benefitting from faster consumer connectivity, superior media ROI and innovation in video formats. 
Competition for video budgets would only increase as various social networks weighed into the battle to take money 
from traditional TV budgets. 

Media Use in the Middle East 2015 
(Infographic)
Media Use in the Middle East, 2015 is the third iteration of an annual study by 
Northwestern University in Qatar that studies media use and cultural and political 
attitudes in Arab countries. 

More than 6,000 respondents across six Arab countries were selected and interviewed via randomized sampling 
procedures, constituting nationally representative samples in Egypt, Lebanon, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia and the 
United Arab Emirates.

Social media has undeniably emerged as an effective recruiting and employer branding 
tool today – but why is HR still not utilising its full potential?

While social media emerged as the top digital channel for employer branding (35%), the report stressed the majority 
(65%) of respondents did not view it as the most important digital tool in comparison to sources such as job 
boards.Similarly, when it came to social recruiting, only 32% of respondents stated they oversaw an active social 
presence on a dedicated career account (regardless of social channel).

Subtly animated cinemagraphs are practically hypnotic 

There's one such creative format that is only now catching on as the digital world's equivalent of the glossy magazine 
ad: cinemagraphs. And Facebook, along with its mobile photo network Instagram, wants more brands to try them 
out as it quietly introduces advertisers to the potential of this half-video, half-photograph style, according to digital 
marketing insiders.  The format is a type of GIF, a photo in which only a piece of the image subtly moves.

The Gulf region, UAE, and Saudi Arabia in particular represent some of the largest groups 
of active internet users of Twitter

Twitter will open its offices in Dubai in the next few months, Shailesh Rao, the Vice-President for Asia Pacific, Latin 
America & Emerging Markets at Twitter, announced at the Arab Social Media Influencers Summit today, during a 
session that discussed the future of Twitter.

Once opened, the offices will be the platform’s first office in the Middle East and North Africa region, with the aim 
of better serving local users, partners and advertisers.

More bad news for Business Facebook Pages 
with latest updates
Those businesses with Facebook Pages could be seeing less referral traffic and a 
dwindling post reach thanks to new updates implemented by the social media service.

The first update will “relax the rules” that prevented users from seeing multiple posts from one source in a row. The 
idea now is to provide users with more content of the same user if they happen to run out of content on their News 
Feed.  The second update aims to have more content from a user’s friends list appear on their Feed.
“If you like to read news or interact with posts from pages you care about, you will still see that content in News 
Feed,” 
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